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About This Game

Into The War is a Parkour FPS which is still in Development. It is made by Small Town Studios and has a long road of work
ahead of it. Please hop into the discussion and suggest any features you would like to see in this game.
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Title: Into The War
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Small Town Studios
Publisher:
Small Town Studios
Release Date: 2 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit / Windows 8 64-Bit / Windows 8.1 64-Bit

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-530 @ 2.93 GHz / AMD Phenom™ II X4 810 @ 2.60 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTS 450 @ 1GB / ATI® Radeon™ HD 5870 @ 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible
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The Deluxe Edition of Starpoint Gemini Warlords is really great.

The Ingame Soundtrack is just perfect and fits perfect in this game.

The Artbook is nice and shows all Ships, characters etc.

That Starchart is nice too and all Stations can be seen on it, so it's helpfull if u searching for something

The wallpapers come in two diffrent types: Dual Monitor and Single. (and one for Triple)

Overall for 6,99\u20ac, it's worth it :). THIS GAME IS NOT WORKING ON LINUX!
Don't get it if you're on a linux box.

The controls do not work. This is looking like an issue I also found in Rust where the engine never releases key presses. If it is
the same thing, it hasn't been fixed for months on end!!!
PS: I also tried running this in wine and in crossover in vain and I'm trying a refund ASAP.. Add me and play for free. :). Ever
wanted to play a game about the founding of the first Egyptian Dynasties wherein you unite the people, discover technologies,
and survive the lands around the Nile? Well Clarus Victoria has the game for you.

Egypt: Ancient Kingdom at its core is an ancient society simulator that comes with a variety of different ways to play it. Do you
want to focus on building? Do you want to focus on warring against your neighbors? Do you just want to focus on survival? This
game has all of that and a little more too. Clarus Victoria even added some free DLC scenarios wherein your game can become
plagued by mummies arising from their graves and aliens too because why not? Did I mention that DLC was free and
completely optional? Good because it is and it came out months after the base game did.

For a turn based society simulator, Egypt: Ancient Kingdom keeps its gameplay simple and keep you wanting for more of it.
The graphics are simple and styled to resemble the hieroglyphics only going to show how much effort and care the developers
put into this game. And the music they chose to compose for the score fits nicely alongside the game making it a soothing and
calm experience, which is the mindset you’re going to need whether you’re planning on the next big city you want to build or
whether you’re plotting the downfalls of your neighbors.

All in all, the game is a simple one with much effort and loved put into its creation and it shows. Whether you pick it up during
a sale or not is all up to you. Just do give this game a chance if you love turn based simulators.. ARE YOU STUPID?

Why dind you buy this game yet? Its awsome,fun,gore adn you learn to play chess!. this game is the oppisite of visceria clean up
detail. You can have army's battle each other and you can create your own army!

Trust me, when you buy it and you think it sucks and isnt fun in any aspect tell me and i will give you your money back!. Its a
casual, point-and-click, timed puzzle game with Christmas theme. Has 20 episodes with 7 point-and-click hidden object (time
restricted) puzzles and one sliding-tile puzzle (with no time limit) per episode.

Gets a bit annoying in few levels as You need to have razor sharp eyesight along with pattern matching skills. But if You feel a
level is too difficult to finish, You can skip the level (not sure how many level skip is allowed per episode). Hints are also
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available, but You need to recharge it.

Overall, I recommend this game if You are looking for an additional perfect game on Your steam profile.. actually pretty nice
for a free game.. Golf is boring, until you make it ridiculous and give the player the ability to use a cube instead of a ball. Then,
golf is fun. Therefore, Golf With Your Friends is fantastic,. No way for me to save with this game so couldn't play. Running
Windows 7. A surprisingly fun and well rounced racing game that manages to scare you half to death with both rhinos and semi
trucks... well played developers.
-DoItAll on Youtube
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With the addition of cloud saves, this is the perfect game.. Best Canada simulator I've ever played.

9\/10 Would go into shock again.. Don't buy this game. Keyboard controls are not adequate for this game. Waste of $$.. It's a
sliding puzzle, so, if you're here you probably enjoy doing this stuff. I paid little less than 50 cents. But even at full price I think
it is worth it.
Seems like there's going to be free updates and more levels in the near future, that's a big plus.
Perfect when you have to wait the classic 15 minutes before going somewhere or do something important.
Music is relaxing!. Think To Die (TTD) is literally the puzzle game where you KILL YOURSELF, so if you're reading the
comments on youtube saying 'KYS' play this game instead, it's relaxing game to play during your break or leasurly hours.

The achievements are also easy to earn in this game. 8.5\/10. Honestly my favourite game in the entire world! I could play this
for hours and hours! 10/10 definitely worth the price!!!!!. This game is wicked! when you drift backwards around a wall and
line up an enemy tank with you're ion cannon! Bam! Good times:) I've been playing it for years and keep coming back. If your a
graphic's snob (like my lame friends) then u prolly wont touch it. But if you play games for fun! Metal Drift promises unique,
hard hitting, high speed, drift tank action!. A fairly interesting twist on a classic game style.

Decaying Logic have a series of these jigsaw games, each featuring a different theme. The theme for this one being a zombie
apocalypse.
They managed to incorporate the theme into the jigsaws by creating a tower-defense mini-game of sorts at the bottom of the
puzzle. The aim is that you have to complete the jigsaw, but also keep your little character alive. You buy ammo and defenses
with money you accumulate by placing pieces of the puzzle in the right places. If you fail to keep your character alive, you lose.

This makes for an interesting twist on an otherwise quite relaxing genre of game. You need to manage your resources properly
and make sure you are solving the puzzle fast enough for you to keep a steady amount of money in the bank for defenses. That
added pressure can actually make the game more intense. Especially when you start getting to the later puzzles.

There are 19 puzzles in total, ranging from 5 different levels of difficulty. Anyone who has played any of the others in the series
will already know what the structure is like. The more difficult the level of puzzle is, the less of them there are in that level. For
example, You will start with 6 easier puzzles to complete, then 5 slightly harder ones, then 4 harder ones again, then 3 then a big
final one to complete.

I quite enjoyed the uniqueness to this one, as from what i can see, the others in the series are pretty standard. With that said, this
whole theme may be a little tedious for those who just want to relax and solve the puzzle in their own time.

The art in this game is interesting, and a few of them actually made me think. There are certain scenarios that aren't really
highlighted in zombie apocalypse stories and some of the art pieces in this, while a tad questionable, actually made me wonder
(or just straight up say "oh, that's messed up").

In terms of achievements, this one has a few that are quite tedious. Along with the puzzles, there is a main menu mini-game that
involves you playing as your little character. Zombies home in from all angles and your aim is to just survive as long as you can.
The tediousness in the completion of this game lays here. You have to 1) survive 60 minutes in that main menu mini-game and
2) kill an overall of 5,000 zombies in the main menu mini-game. Which, alas. Is mind numbing.
I would go into details for tips and tricks for these achievements, but honestly, as there is not many guides on this game i am
actually tempted to just create one. So check for a guide if you need help, if not feel free to ask.

All in all it was fun! It stressed me out a little and i would be lying if i said i wasn't looking forward to starting another one in the
series that is less stressful.
But still, it was an interesting one in the series and i would recommend it to anyone that wants a classic jigsaw game with a bit of
a twist.

TL;DR : A fun jigsaw puzzle game with a bit of a twist, definitely too try if you want something a little more unique that will
put a bit of pressure on. But if you'd prefer to relax and solve the puzzles in your own time, maybe try another in the same
series.
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